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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Cardiovascular Ultrasound Editors

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)
REQUEST
Author list: We note that the authors 'Max P M Sevareid' and 'Gene R E Zierler' are spelled differently on the submission system and in the manuscript. The list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is 'First name Initial Last name' (e.g. Joe F Bloggs)
RESPONSE
The name of the authors is as stated: P Max Sevareid and R Eugene Zierler. I will enter the full middle names where the instructions request initials.
REQUEST
Authors' contributions: Please use initials instead of full name and please ensure this section is formatted into a paragraph rather than a list
RESPONSE
Done

Sincerely

Kirk W. Beach, PhD, MD
Emeritus Research Professor, Bioengineering and Surgery